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Cheers!
Thank you for your engagement and participation in the wine 

innovation workshop!


There were some great discussions and tremendous ideas generated 
as a result. We have included your bespoke innovation platforms and 
the ideas generated within this document and also incorporated some 
comments from our Creative Director to encourage further thoughts.


Touch would love to work with any attendees or your associates 

who wish to tackle the issues raised, generate a more robust 
innovation pipeline and develop some packaging strategies as a 

result.


James Harmer
Strategic Planning Director

Touch – jamesh@touchpackdesign.com
07552 679 239








SUSTAINABILTY & 
ETHICS

With packaging 
sustainability frequently 
making the headlines, 

how can the wine 
industry respond?


Re-evaluating and 

reducing the impact of 
their packaging on the 

environment, from 
sourcing through to 
disposal – or indeed 
promoting existing 

sustainability credentials 
- potentially offers a 
positive story to tell.




INSIGHT 


Consumer expectations around sustainability are changing – with increased 

mainstream exposure to the issues around plastic, over packaging and recycling. 
FMCG brands across multiple categories are beginning to pioneer new approaches 

to product delivery.


With sustainable and ethical thinking infiltrating production in the wine industry –
organic, biodynamic and even raw wine brands – a sustainable approach to the total 

packaging lifecycle could be the logical – perhaps inevitable – next step.






IMPLICATIONS




















LIFECYCLE 
ANALYSIS


Adoption of circular 
economy can create 

maximum value for the 
resources we use, with 

recovery, recycling and 
regeneration crucial elements 

of the cycle.

SHIPMENT 
EFFICIENCY


Considering the shape, size 

and weight of a shipping unit 
can significantly impact the 
efficiency – and impact – of 

your supply chain. 
`
Could bottles be square vs round?

 
Is bulk shipping in kegs or 

containers an opportunity for you?

MATERIAL 
CHOICE


Glass is a material with great 
sustainability credentials…


Can we celebrate this? 


Can we make more of glass?


Can innovative materials for 
labels, protective & delivery 

packaging further reduce impact?

Circular 
Economy 




IMPLICATIONS




















BRAND RELEVANT 
SUSTAINABILITY


Weaving a sustainable 

approach into your brand 
identity can draw attention & 

enhance credibility. 


What sustainable practice is a 
‘good fit’ for you?  

SUSTAINABLE 
SEMIOTICS 


Gone are the days when ‘being 

green’ was on the fringes of 
society. Gone is the ‘hippie’ 

image of sustainability...


As we see premium brands 
embracing a sustainable mind-
set, we see new packaging & 

branding aesthetics emerging...

RETURNABLE 
SYSTEMS


We see certain categories or 
indeed entire markets using 
returnable systems to reduce 

their impact on the 
environment. 


How could we facilitate reuse of 

wine bottles or other components 
in your infrastructure?  






Your bright ideas!




















•  More knowledge on glass to the consumers
•  Shape and weight of the bottle – change consumers’ perception
•  Conventionally good wine is in heavy bottles. Premium wine (especially organic/ethical 

brands) should be a lighter bottle, based on what we learnt from Touch
•  Yes! There are some super premium bottles in other categories that have 

been light weighted but have great presence and impact. The important 
aspect is education and story for consumers who expect heavy bottle 
weights…



•  Recyclable refill containers - decant at home into a premium bottle you keep.
•  Lots of opportunities to design a decanter that could become an object of 

desire/lifestyle icon. Linked to your direct to consumer deliveries in formats 
that dovetail as a refill system. 



•  Looking at wine storage – our ‘dispenser in disguise’ idea..
•  Opportunities for a creative storage/dispense system that fits into people 

homes/lifestyle with potential for technology to chill serve etc would be a 
superb innovation project!


Please note that notes from our creative director have been added in blue!





Your bright ideas!




















•  Last 1 KM/ Mile – delivery is made by bike or electric car from a central hub
•  Lots of ecommerce business models are looking to adopt a similar 

approach

•  Creating a certificate for the consumers to understand the sustainability credentials. 
Grading levels – a mark or seal of approval.

•  This is by far the easiest innovation to implement and execute! How do 
you create an industry wide recognised standard?


Other ideas…
•  Instant wine – powder & water = wine
•  Red wine turns into an edible cheese!
•  Wow! I wish I had been at the session when someone came up with 

these ideas 

•  Not sure about powdered wine although we have looked at reconstituted 

beer powder before

•  As for Wine that turns in cheese, its my two favourite things... Just a 

shame you cant eat the cheese at the same time as drinking the wine!!




EXPERIENCE & 
NEW OCCASIONS

FMCG brands are no 
longer simply looking 

toward product 
development to bring 

new experiences to their 
consumers, with 

packaging offering 
exciting opportunities.


How could new 

packaging innovations 
enhance, improve – or 

even entirely change the 
way we consume wine?




INSIGHT 


Younger generations of consumers are valuing the experience of a product over 
owning it. Traditionally ‘must-have’ premium offerings are thus being forced to 

reconsider how to remain relevant and competitive...


Packaging innovation can unlock opportunities for the wine experience – 
facilitating new consumption occasions, methods and rituals.







IMPLICATIONS




















STIMULATE THE 
SENSES


Wines have been alternately 

chilled and heated to enhance 
taste, properties and enjoyment 

for centuries. 


How can packaging deliver new 
temperatures or other sensorial 

enhancements to positively 
impact the experience of wine?

A TOUCH 
OF THEATRE


We see certain industries adding 
theatre to decanting, serving, 

consuming...


Can we be inspired by craft beer 
and gin brands?  


Elaborate packs, glassware, 

garnishes, pouring techniques and 
pairings...

NEW 
OCCASIONS


How much do you know about 
how people are consuming wine 

today? 


Is your packaging tailored to 
make usage as easy & pleasant 

as possible?


Could packaging offer new 
occasions  to consume wine, e.g. 

OOH, cooking, tasting – and thus 
access new consumers?




Your bright ideas!




















•  Nespresso for wine! With a new tablet or pod format
•  Nespresso style device comes with recyclable branded pods
•  Portion-ability would encourage responsible drinking
•  A huge opportunity area around portion-ability which we have explored for many 

clients in a similar situation. With the essential requirement to develop something 
that doesn't denigrate the product quality, rituals or expectations associated with 
wine.


•  Also a massive opportunity for the ”first to market” to lock out the competition via 
an IP protectable device…

 
•  A bottom up wine glass that is temperature controlled – the sexy wine glass
•  Freezable wine glasses 
•  Edible wine bombs/ wine shots, with the product encased in a ‘grape’ coating
•  Our tech trawl on cooling technologies and delivery systems could generate entirely 

new ways of thinking about wine delivery





Your bright ideas!




















•  Clever cans/ tubes or balloons. A better drinking experience. 
•  Solving mouth feel for cans.
•  We are solving mouth feel for cans for the worlds largest can manufacturer at the 

moment – watch this space!


•  Wine cocktails – sparkling wine with wine recipes – mixology
•  (Alcohol free wine – mixed with juice may taste better)
•  Lifestyle experience e.g. Wine Tinder – swipe to match – wine to wine
•  The first step toward a new product innovation like this, would be some research 

from the insights team that identifies where the biggest opportunities are. We are 
linked in with thought leaders from Imbibe and the Food People as part of our 
wider team which could generate some great product innovation platforms here.

•  I-Pad to be used as a scale or measure
•  Brilliant! What tech adaptation would we need to develop to mitigate concerns 

about damaging expensive tech.





Your bright ideas!




















 
•  Flexible re-fills like Capri Sun?
•  Would be interesting to perform a number of carbon footprint and cost evaluations 

for you on the cost of film refills into a permanent primary pack, vs the current 
bottle infra-structure. We could do that.

•  Temperature controlled back in the box
•  Sounds like the perfect picnic pack! We are talking to a bag in box manufacturer 

currently about a wine box with the tap at the top. Great system to fit the glass 
under!!




BRAND 
ENGAGEMENT

Developments in 
packaging technology 
are enabling brands to 
interact with consumers 
more than ever before. 


Technology can work 

hand-in-hand with 
packaging to offer 
increased consumer 
communication and 

engagement within the 
wine industry.




INSIGHT


Wine has always been a talking point, yet the process of understanding and selecting 
wine – online or in-store – can be confusing, if not daunting. Brands struggle to find 

the right balance – aiming to engage yet not overwhelm. 


Packaging that taps into the latest ways today’s consumers access information, and 
let brands offer information when it’s required, could enable new avenues for the 

industry to make a connection. 





IMPLICATIONS




















PICK YOUR MOMENT


Packaging is a pivotal 
communication tool not only 
in store, but also in the home. 


Do you communicate everything 
you wish to at the ‘first moment of 

truth’?


What are the ways in which 
packaging can be used to layer & 

release information at the right 
pace for consumers?

GIVE AND 
TAKE


Advances in technology mean 

that consumers no-longer 
expect a one-way exchange of 

information with brands. 


How can you create a dialogue 
with your consumers? 


What information would you like 

about your consumers?

MORE THAN WORDS 
CAN SAY


Primary, secondary & delivery 

packaging offers brands a 
tangible and intimate 

opportunity to engage.


How can packaging design go 
beyond words – from layers, 

textures, opening, interior –to say 
something important about your 

brands?




Your bright ideas!




















•  Relay more info to the consumer on the bottle re wine provenance, quality or anything that would 
engage the new generation of consumers – “let the label do more of the talking”

•  QR code to show videos etc., communicating more via the packaging. 
•  Great ideas and we are seeing label animations etc. already, but how do you get 

consumers to really take that extra step toward engagement in the first place?


•  Consumers get a benefit or an incentive for engaging
•  Nice! How could further brand loyalty be built in here?

•  Using the outer box to communicate 
•  How could recent developments in digital print technologies allow for more 

customised regular communications on outer boxes, tailored to your subscribers 
needs and preferences?



•  Single use boxes that work in conjunction to generate engagement (like a puzzle or story). Or 

maybe dove tail together to generate something useful like a wine rack. With the potential to 
send wine in single units/bottle svs multi-packs

•  What would the boxes be made out of to ensure desirability? Collectables? Ltd 
edition?







THE ROLE OF 
PACKAGING IN 
E-COMMERCE

The wine industry has 
long been a pioneer in 

e-commerce, with many 
varied retail options on 
offer to today’s modern 

consumer. 
 

Although traditional 
and iconic, wine bottles 
are also heavy, delicate, 
awkwardly shaped with 

minimal tamper 
prevention...rather 
unsuited to the e-

commerce supply chain. 





INSIGHT


The convenience of buying online is evident – browsing and comparing at one’s own 
pace, saving favourite past purchases, avoiding carrying unwieldy shopping from the 
shop to home, and even automating repurchase. This convenience is, however, offset 

by pain-points...breakages, counterfeits, needing to be at home to sign, over-
packaging...


We believe these pain-points are avoidable. Both high-tech and low-tech packaging 
can provide solutions – from enabling purchase to ensuring security and protection.







IMPLICATIONS




















MORE THAN JUST 
A BOX


When e-commerce takes 

away some of the 
engagement that comes with 

a traditional retail 
environment...


Can packaging ‘add a little 

unboxing magic’?


Can it offer other benefits to 
overcome known pain-points? 



PROTECT YOUR 
ASSETS


Wine bottles are unsuited to the 

e-commerce supply chain. 


What industries can we take 
inspiration from for delivery-ready 

packs?


If glass is essential to the iconic wine 
experience, how can this be best 
protected, and does this enable 

consumers to access bottles in new 
ways? 

ENHANCED 
SECURITY


With fraud and theft 

prevalent across not only the 
wine industry, but across 

many high-value e-commerce 
categories, packaging is 

offering methods for better 
security and authentication – 

from low-tech (e.g. inks) to 
high-tech (e.g. ID, codes etc).  




Your bright ideas!





















•  Leveraging adjunct experiences/media that work with the wine drinking opportunity. 
      I.e. Netflix wine selection recommendation to be had with a film etc
•  App based information / info re your wine. Asking questions and developing relationships with consumers.
•  Opportunities for commercial innovation here with adjunct products or services and looking at 

the total product cycle and system of ordering and delivery. For example Garcon Wine 
leveraged the “Wild & Bloom” supply chain to access huge service provision efficiencies.


•  The round bottle is a problem with regards to packaging. Square, lighter bottles would be ideal as we discovered 

in the presentation
•  Our main challenge is to adapt current packaging
•  Yes, but are there opportunities for smaller niche offerings that have custom packaging fit for 

purpose and differentiated to general a point of difference.

•  Flat pack wine delivered direct through the letterbox aka Garcon Wines. (Post the packaging back to reuse).
•  Garcon have made a success of it, and there is no reason we couldn't find a different angle or 

work around an existing patent to be able to generate something just as compelling for you.

•  Delivery man takes back the case – recycle the case or crate (e.g. grocery shopping)
•  A strong idea that also has significant opportunities for a better sustainability story





INSIGHT & INNOVATION


Harvesting true insights to create game 
changing innovation…

We unearth the real needs and challenges with our 
clients as a foundation for successful innovation.  

Touch run a range of workshops that help our clients get 
to the very heart of new opportunities.

Our team join the dots between technical and 
consumer insight, working smart alongside
multi-disciplinary client teams in a 
truly collaborative way to deliver 
game changing 
innovations…



Check out what clients say about our workshops at 
http://www.touchpackdesign.com/news/




Insight and Innovation programmes resulting in tangible packaging innovation and 

“how to” implementation strategies start from as little as £10k.
 

Contact James if you’d like to know more… 
jamesh@touchpackdesign.com - 07552 679 239








T H A N K YO U 

The Quad, Stubbings Estate, Henley Road, Maidenhead, SL6 6QL, UK

Tel: +44 (0) 3334 051 260

www.touchdesign.com


